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Learning is Everywhere
Enlarged copies are now available on our website! For a copy, please visit :
https://ccrcwv.org/newsletters/
Please remember to always supervise your child
when enjoying these activities!
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◼
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◼

Garden month
April is a great month
to start preparing for a
classroom garden.
Build one together and
take care of it all summer!

Poetry Month
Talk about different
types of poems this
month, encourage
your young writes to
create a poem. Display
for families to read!

 ◼
Library Week
Visit your local library
this week or invite a
librarian to your classroom to talk about the
importance of reading!
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 ◼
Go on a quick nature
walk today to collect a
few rocks. Paint the
rocks and then place
around town for others
to find and enjoy!
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◼
Alphabet tag- Play
freeze tag but have
children make a shape
of a letter when frozen.
To unfreeze, have
children guess the
letter being made!
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 ◼

Make mini-ice cream
sandwiches: Sandwich a
small scoop of ice cream
between plain or frosted
animal crackers to make
fun mini ice cream sandwiches. Finishing it by
rolling in sprinkles!

 ◼

National Animal
Cracker Day
Make a snack mix with
popcorn, marshmallows,
pretzels, raisins, and
animal crackers.
*Omit choking hazards for infants
and toddlers*
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 ◼

Painting with nature. Find
items such as pine cones,
small sticks, leaves etc.
Use those items as the
brushes with you paint.
Talk about how different
the strokes look

=Infant/Toddler
◼=Preschool Aged
=School Aged
◆=Social/Emotional

Friday
◼

1

Homemade Moon Sand!
8 cups of flour & 1 cup of
baby oil. Mix it up really
well until all of the oil is
incorporated into the
flour.

Saturday
2

 ◼
National PB&J Day
Read Peanut Butter
and Jelly by Nadine
Westcott and then
make PBJ’s as a
class!

◼
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◼◆
Easter Eggs-ercises!
Use a paper towel Build a fort today! Use Have your child draw a Easter Eggs-ercises!
vase or pot for flowers.
items from around
Hide gross motor
Part Two
roll, beads, and
Poke holes in the payour living such as
movements inside
Activities could intape to have your blankets, pillows, and
per. Take a walk and
eggs for your kids to
clude, 10 jumping
have your child put
child make a DIY
even the furniture to
try when they open the jacks, 5 bunny hops. 8
flowers in their vase!
create a fort!
egg.
frog hops, walk backrain stick.
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wards 4 steps, etc.
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◼

Water painting with toddlers! Allow your little
one to paint using a
bucket of water and a
paint brush. If it is nice
out, let them paint with
water on the sidewalk!
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Provide baby with some
wrapping paper or tissue paper. Baby will
enjoy crinkling and tearing the paper. This will
help develop fine motor
skills.
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 ◼◆

Have a wacky
dance party on one
of the rainy days by
making up silly
dance moves.
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◼
Have an Easter egg hunt
Decorate a flowerpot
today! Rather than filling
today and plant a few
flower seeds. Observe the eggs with candy, put
slips of papers inside
the put each day to
with letters, numbers, or
watch the flower
shapes, talk about each
sprout, grow, and
as they open the eggs.
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 ◼
Draw with sidewalk
chalk today! Can you
draw roads and ride
your bike up and
down? Draw building
and traffic signs to
make a town!
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 ◼◆

Tell a Story Day!
Do just that! Take
turns telling stories
today! Real stories
or make believe!
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 ◼◆

National Tea Day!
Have a tea party as
a family today! Invite your stuffed
animals to join!
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◆

Tummy Time Day 1
Tummy time backrub- get
on the floor with baby and
gently rub their back while
singing to them, place your
face close to theirs so that
they can see you.

◼
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◼◆

Pet Rock!
Take a nature walk
and find a special
rock. Paint and
name your pet rock.

Teach children about imagery while practicing belly
breathing! Have them
breathe like waves in the
ocean. Inhale as the waves
are building and exhale as
the waves crash!

 ◼◆
Earth Day
Talk to your child
about the importance
of taking care of our
Earth and how recycling can help save
our planet!
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 ◼
Have flowers or pictures of flowers in
each stage of blossoming- new buds to
open flowers. Discuss
the differences and the
growth process!
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◆

Tummy Time Day 2!
You can also help your baby
with tummy time by placing
baby on your chest as you
lean back on a couch. Your
baby’s face will be close to
yours. Talk to them with a
soothing voice.
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 ◼

Gather a group of
stuffed animals and
practice sorting
them by size!

